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Appalachian Task Force Survey – Respondent Demographics
Clergy and Lay Status (N=60)
Ordained
48.3%
Lay
51.7%
Gender (N=60)
Male
Female

63.3%
36.7%

Race/Ethnicity (N=60)
African American/Black
American Indian/Alaska
Native
White/Caucasian
Other

1.7%
91.7%
5.0%

Age (N=60)
Under 25
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 or older

1.7%
3.3%
8.3%
16.7%
26.7%
36.7%
6.7%

1.7%
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1a. If you answered "somewhat" or "very much", what specifically does it mean for your to be "Appalachian"?

4
5

Understand the experience and challenges of a unique culture, lifestyle, financial and employment constraints.
To most people that live in the Appalachian area, it is more so a way of life. Around here is a little slower pace and you have the sense of
the history all around you.
To live in the mountains known as the Appalachians and to share in and identify with the heritage and culture of the people who have
lived there for several generations.
to be part of a culture that is hardworking and committed to getting the job done, no matter what it takes. It's being a part of the
country that enjoys the outdoors and that is located near the mountains.
To be independent, knowing your neighbors , willing to help each other, loving the mountains

6

There are definitely members of the congregation who are Appalachian; however, half of the congregation comes from out of state, due
to employment or retirement. The Appalachian members of our church are welcoming, but the overall populace is NOT. It is a wide gulf
that manifests itself in rumor mills and silence or polite, inconsequential conversing with "outsiders."

1
2
3

10
11
12
13

Small town,WV; rich Mountain culture; economic challenges; deep roots; Railroad and coal mining industry; agrarian
Proud to be born and raised in these beautiful mountains. As varied as the trees and animals populating the State, as free as the streams
and rivers teeming with fish. We take joy in the seasons and the many species of game on the forests, that provide beauty, joy and
sustenance.
Located in the region of the country identified as Appalachia. All of West Virginia is in Appalachia, and while Appalachia includes parts of
several states, WV is the only state completely within the region of Appalachia.
Living in and among the beautiful mountains in a cultural setting of basically caring, kind people. Remember, the Appalachian mountains
go from Georgia to New York with WEST Virginia being the only state totally in its boundaries. Are you including this whole area or just
WEST Virginia?
Living in a rural area of the Appalachian mountains
Living here not from here.
its not south of where i live central PA. And also i go to a very small church in the country

14

It means to reflect the political/social/religious values that have been handed down through the generations of indigenous people. They
DON'T identify with the national perception of Appalachians. If they did they would fight "tooth and nail" the caricatures put forth by the
media in television programs such as "The Beverly Hillbillies," etc.

15

It means that poverty is much more prevalent and that we do not always have cultural events available within a driving distance.

7

8
9
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1a. If you answered "somewhat" or "very much", what specifically does it mean for your to be "Appalachian"?

18

It means living the mountains and identifying with the culture.
It is where we live and in many cases how we live. We are a conservative people with diverse opinions who love our church, home and
life.
It is a blend of the geographic context and cultural context in which we live. It involves a closeness to the land and to the history of this
place.

19

I feel that the people identify with being Appalachian, it is our culture, it carries our belief system of hard work, help others, language, all
wrapped up in one, These beautiful mountains we live in developed a culture that is like no other in the United States, our crafts and
even the not always so positive "clan" like attitude we can displace toward "come heres".

16
17

20
21

I believe the bible is the same today yesterday and tomorrow. We should not go along with politically correct. I am sick and tired of it.
We need to stick with the bible being what brings us back from poor social choices. Appalachian mean to me being conservative in my
beliefs and standing on the standard from my childhood. Abortion is bad. Sex before marriage is bad. Gay acts and marriage are a sin.
Anything in excess is a sin. Moral values need to return to the old ways.
Heritage. Ancestors, for the most part, were of European descent and eventually came to Appalachia where they became miners,
loggers, farmers, other occupations who depended upon the land and its characteristics.

3
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1a. If you answered "somewhat" or "very much", what specifically does it mean for your to be "Appalachian"?

22

For anyone interested in the subject of what is broadly termed, "Appalachia," of which the entirety of West Virginia is situated (at least
geographically), it is instructive to read the late John O'Brien's, At Home in the Heart of Appalachia. O'Brien, returning to West Virginia
after working out of state, is moved by what he sees as the myths about Appalachia. He, however, illustrates the nature of a people
whose culture sustains them. As one reviewer says, "(O'Brien) takes to task naïve missionaries and rapacious industrialists who are the
real source of much of the region's woe as well as its lingering hillbilly stereotypes..." Although our congregation is situated in Charleston
and comprised of upper middle class folks, the Appalachia O'Brien describes is omnipresent - loss of energy (read, coal) jobs that are
affecting the economy in Charleston. That enunciation easily comes to mind. However, O'Brien observes that Appalachia is a state of
mind as well and, as such, easily succumbing to many influences, a chief influence of which is political fatalism. Political fatalism, as I coin
the term, means the Appalachian penchant for deferring to state-level leaders to solve the state's political and social woes without
concomitant development of community capacity or community-driven leadership aims and goals. Thus, citizenry voice is distanced from
bringing understanding - or resolution - to issues best dealt with locally through encouragement of state leaders. In other words,
Appalachian culture tends to include a mix-up between political patrons (voters) and clients (politicians.) With an economy and
communities in spiral, little leadership has been developed to deal with these woes - a cogent error that leads to continual dependence
on the "top-down" politics. This reliance is also evident in religious expression - fatalism is the truest brand of faith in this state and
Appalachia. Thus, our congregation is Appalachian in many senses of the term - or, stated differently, immersed in a culture that would
be described as Appalachian.

25

Connected to the Mountains; distrustful of outsiders (meaning, mostly, people from Maryland); proud; independent; (stubborn);
distrustful of change; very trusting of someone once that person proves themselves trustworthy.
Close knit families. Independent in that they watch out for each other. Suspicious of outsiders. Very generous when there is a need in
the community. Enjoy close relationships with family and friends.
Being of a mountain culture, where nature, hardship, kinship, values, and virtue take shape in a context of external exploitation and
internalized oppression.

26

Being Appalachian, means living or having lived in the mountains and valleys of a specific geographic area. There is a culture, a set of
values and behaviors that I associate with Appalachia. There is a way of life that I associate with Appalachia. The land is rich in natural
resources. The people are not as a result wealthy. Indeed, others have taken the rich natural resources for their own benefit and left the
people with little or nothing to show for their hard and dangerous work. Being Appalachian means being vulnerable and an easy mark.
Being Appalachian, means loving God's Creation.

23
24

4
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1a. If you answered "somewhat" or "very much", what specifically does it mean for your to be "Appalachian"?

27

28

As a lifelong resident of Appalachia, I believe it describes a geographical location rather than a specific "breed" of people. I also believe
that many Appalachians are offended by the world's well-meaning need to "save us from ourselves." Appalachia is as diverse and has as
many demographics as any other part of our universe. The challenges that Appalachian face are the same as other states and countries...
I guess I face to see the uniqueness of our plight to be self-sustaining and to fulfill our dreams.
Mountain folk might be a better term than "Appalachian." They are people who live with the special beauty and challenges of the High
Country. Hospitality, simplicity, honesty, hard work, and piety are valued. Harsh weather, economic volatility, and difficult
transportation are constant realities.

5
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1b. If you answered "Not at all" or "Very little", is there a distinctive way the majority of people where you live and serve would
describe themselves?
1

Where I served, the people seemed to think very regional in all things social, economic, and political

2

We use our state local (West Virginia) more than saying we are form Appalachia area. I don't think we give it much thought.

3
4

we are not technically in the "heart" of Appalachia, though our area falls within the boundaries. We are southwest Virginians from the
farming area, not the coal area!
We are in the foothills bordering the Appalachian mountains. Folks here would describe themselves as small town and country people.
Farming.

7

We are in a university community. So people know they are geographically in this area, but do not generally identify with Appalachia in
the same way that people 20 miles west of us might.
Transplants
This word is not used in Renovo at all. Our frame of reference is "western Clinton county" -- rural, surrounded by glorious nature and
rampant poverty.l

8
9

They have the context Appalachian means the "mountain people", poorly educated, poverty, not trusting outsiders
They belong to Pittsburgh.

10
11
12
13

The people in the setting where I serve would describe themselves as "Central Pennsylvanian(s)." As I am not a native of this area, I
would describe the area from my perspective as "Appalachian or border-Appalachian."
Terms such as the Industrial area or Great Lakes area
Susquehanna Valley maybe "living in the mountains"
Some as Lutheran, some as their European heritage

14
15
16
17
18
19

Rural or western Pennsylvania. (We are on an edge of Appalachia. Though many of the issues of Appalachia are true here, that is not a
way people here identify themselves.)
Rural
residents of Hardy/Hampshire County, WV
Not Sure
North Carolinians , denomination,
Normal regular

5
6

6
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20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1b. If you answered "Not at all" or "Very little", is there a distinctive way the majority of people where you live and serve would
describe themselves?
Most of them live in the suburbs, and many of them have migrated south from Northern Virginia
Mid-western, Mid-Ohio Valley, Lutherans.
Many of them worked for Eastman Chemical and either traveled or lived abroad. They returned here to family land and homesteads. The
congregation, as a whole, is middle class or above. Some of them have not lived away but because we are in close proximity to Bristol,
Kingsport and Johnson City, the feeling of being in Appalachia is not significant.
Just plain old Northeastern Pennsylvanians.
I think and feel that we live in a special area without all the big city problems. Being in the mountain area of western Maryland is a
blessing not a curse. I don't like the idea that living in this area means we need outside help to be productive people.
I do not think there is a distinctive way or term people use to describe themselves. I believe many may see themselves as unfortunate
living in a community with jobs that do not pay well. Many have low self-esteem.
hard working, blue collar, rust belt
Country folk
country folk
Certainly not as Appalachian. The characteristics of an Appalachian may well be experienced here but the title itself is left for West
Virginia and perhaps Kentucky. In view of the people here.
As middle class people. Appalachian people are further south.

7
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2. What are the most significant challenges faced by congregations in Appalachia? (Other Responses)

1

The above problems are primarily rural, and apply to non-Appalachian rural areas as well. The primary problem for most Lutherans in
Appalachia is the lack of other Lutherans with whom to relate.

2

Simply put, the attraction of non-affiliated Christian churches which attract a large segment of the populous due to what is often
described as "Bible-based," "practical," "applied Christianity." In my experience, these type congregations, many of which do have
social ministries to the homeless and others, present themselves as beacons removed from the world - a place of escape and a place
where larger "worldly" concerns are put aside or, if mentioned, can be dealt with a more literal interpretation of Scripture. You, will
note, the obvious nod to fatalism to which I allude earlier.

3

rise of meth and return of heroin, lack of employment opportunities for young families

4

Physical distance between ELCA congregations, limiting the sharing of resources and programs.

5

outreach to the unchurched, whereby they enter into new friendships with those outside their own social circles and social standings.

6
7

negative mindset. Although we have many challenges, sometimes I think people see them as barriers instead of opportunities.
medical supplies and help

8

Limited mental health services, early identification, early intervention. Even with a large and growing hospital network, many services
are still found outside the region.

9
10
11

Internal attitude of lower self concepts yet holding a pride in ourselves.
handicap accessiblibty
An underlying issue of ignoring the need to change

8
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2a. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of congregations to help them face these challenges?
1

Younger members

2

Work placement. Merging of churches.

3

To attract younger people- take the church out of the building, take it to activities such as recreational places, and more that shows the
church is not a story old place. In the building try to pull in younger participants with assigned tasks. Make them feel ownership BUT
please recognize and support those of us who are older and are the mainstay of the church. Don't make us feel passé.

5

This is an exceedingly difficult question: Using John 17:16, "They do not belong to the world, just as I do not belong to the world," we,
as Lutherans, do belong to the world in the sense of how we can help form or change the world for the better through the Gospel - that
is, living the Gospel and preaching the Gospel. We, however, can easily escape from the world through our liturgy and our approach to
faith. Yet, the admonition in Christ's Great Prayer for Unity holds - in "doing" the Gospel, which our congregations do well for the most
part, we must also find a way to preach the Gospel - The Good News, grace - in such a manner to elevate Christ without succumbing to
praise teams- at least for the sake of praise teams - "practical Christianity" - what is practical about Christianity? Thus, with the 500th
Anniversary of Luther's initial actions to reform the church, we need to survey our communities to determine needs (social), to see how
we can effectively work to present our faith in a way that is approachable to those worshipping in other traditions or to the unchurched
- as well as to meet needs. And, we have to unpack a lot of what is known pejoratively as triumphalism. In other words, a Gospel that is
approachable is one that can be presented much as Luther's Small Catechism, molding and forming teachings to conform to those who
are seeking. This is daunting, of course, if viewed in total. if, however, we view the task as inspired and led by the Holy Spirit, it can
broken into smaller "chunks." I know this is controversial. Yet, why hide our light under a bushel (Matthew 5:5)? The place to begin this
discussion is at the Synod level with a task force which would eventually include various other observers. Finally, "doing" may the worst
approach until we can discern what is best to "do," giving a nod to preaching the Word, of course.
The cost of benefits through Portico is killing congregations. The Health insurance needs to be broken off from Portico, and allow
synods and regions to make the best deals they can. The area continues to have "brain drain" meaning any young people with
ambition move away. Few come back. A few years ago, the Governor of our state named us "The Wilds" of Pennsylvania. Which
meant that we could count on nothing.

6
7

That's a good question. If you find the answer, PLEASE let me know. But, I find that a sense of accomplishment for them, even in small
ways, makes them more confident that they can accomplish more. Our church's motto (not by my doing as pastor, but by their doing)
has become: "We are small, but mighty!" This has come into place over the past few years after some small, but effective, "victories".
That would be a dream

4

9
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2a. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of congregations to help them face these challenges?

14

Sharing resources, not simply a pastor. Pooling together for ministry. Being willing to think outside the box, which isn't always easy in
Appalachia.
seek grants to help with medical needs, educational needs and an actual in-house worker to help and gain their trust.
Programs to acknowledge the changes in our region and empower us to face those changes
Prayer, faith, optimism, fresh eyes.
Positive support. Show them how the cup is half full not half empty. Education can teach them a new field to go into. That you care and
are going to be their for them and help them fill out the forms they need to get the help they need to pay bill and get college grants.
Walk the walk with them. If need be mentor them.
Pastors/leaders who understand and appreciate the culture
Get the patriarch / matriarch on board outreach, Cluster of
congregations to form a parish. I love the question
partnering with government programs---so, for example, providing space for a free clinic staffed.... I would add here that one of my
frustrations about the region is that its people consistently vote against policy which could help them greatly....It is absurd for the
people of far SW Virginia to resist expansion of Medicaid--but they are among the most adamant is supporting that position. So health
care for the poor is appalling.

15

Our multi-church parish is a definite plus in maintaining our congregations, with a boost to outreach, communication, and fellowship.

8
9
10
11

12
13

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

One of the main issues we face is that our youth go away (mostly to Virginia Tech) and receive a quality education. Some want to
return to the area; however they face a lack of opportunity in their chosen fields and find it difficult to afford a place to raise a family
here. We specifically need resources for economic growth: such as child care, affordable health care (for people and pastors) and cost
reductions in Pastor's salary or compensation...synod minimums do not apply the same in all areas.
Need to have a self concept of worth. Truly understand God's love of us just as we are.
More young people in the congregations.
More members
More jobs in our area
More cooperation between congregations. Training to help people recognize changes that are occurring in the area, and ways to cope
with these changes. Ex: Tourism is replacing farming and mining as chief industries in the area.
Mergers, but that is very unlikely.
Maybe education. I am not sure.
Many of the congregants are educated but the younger ones are either marrying and moving to another place or having a hard time
finding a local career opportunity after completing college.
jobs/work that would provide younger families with stability and opportunity to grow and stay in the area
10
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2a. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of congregations to help them face these challenges?
26

It would be ideal to try to draw in young people, but it's harder when the community is an older community also.

27
28

In order to address these challenges, we have to engage the younger generations in our congregations so that they can assist the
elderly parishioners. Unfortunately the economic and infrastructure challenges lie in the hands of a less than efficient government.
In my area we need to be more diversify.

34
35

I think if congregations would be intentional about how they may work together to combine assets in their communities it may help
them face challenges. If congregations became more focused on the positives and advocate with their respective legislators and
community development organizations communities may be able to move forward with opportunities for the residents.
I am not sure. Probably being better informed of what is happening in their area and how they can give support.
Help congregations to be places where education is lifted-up and offered
Have something in the area that would attract younger workers with families.
Grants to give direct support for funding for above issues
Forming coalitions and cooperative relationships with other congregations as well as with institutions and agencies in the region. This
could also be done ecumenically, especially with full-time Communion partners.
Emphasizing inclusiveness and reaching out to community

36
37
38

Economic opportunities, that would bring jobs for our young people, this would help the younger people stay and not leave the area
for employment, and in return, congregations may have the younger people available to provide income.
Cooperative ministries
Contextualize churches to attract and keep young people.

39

Congregations must merge. Transportation improvements needed; grants to cover everything from pastoral packages to services; and
dedicated services (including medical, dental, education, etc.) to encourage employers to enter and stay in the region.

29
30
31
32
33

40
41
42
43

Clearly prayerful and thoughtful area mission strategies. Discerning and envisioning in ELCA churches as well as with full communion
partners. This would allow vision and fulfilling ministry using limited financial resources and pastors/lay people gifted in various areas.
Car pooling and ride sharing within the church.
As many younper church family members move to urban areas, rural congregations need to develop habits of serving and evangelizing
unfamiliar local people.
ambiguous question, unclear..........more cash flow win the lottery large bequest

11
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2a. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of congregations to help them face these challenges?

44
45
46

47

Aging congregants: Reaching out to people of all ages. PA is 2nd in nation in senior citizen population. We can evangelize to families,
but also to seniors. Inability of congregations to afford a pastor: work more toward culture that embraces bi-vocational ministry.
Embrace programs like the TEEM program in NWPA synod for training rostered leaders.
A new vision of church that is more domestically oriented - perhaps its time to look at our own 'infrastructure?' Find a way to end the
internecine war between conservative and liberao Lutherans so we could share resources.
A mission of Lutheran evangelism and church planting in the region.
Lack of jobs is difficult for congregations. We value education and then we see our children move to where they can obtain
employment(usually out of state and synod). Change is very difficult and the 2009 vote showed that clearly. There is a deep divide
over homosexuality.

12
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1

2b. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of the synods to help their congregations face these challenges?
Younger leadership in key roles

2

train people who are willing to go and work with a congregation or synod and this should include lay people. There are many lay people
that would like to help but are not considered because of not having all the "correct" educational needs.

4

Tough question. Perhaps a focus on the worth of our uniqueness. We do have something special to offer, and as one who moved here
in retirement, I see a strong acceptance and support of each other.
To develop work groups of congregational members and community members to focus on community development and respond to
community needs.

5

They need models of innovative ways to share clergy and pool both resources and expenses.

6
7

The primary thing the synod can actually do is support creative staffing models for congregations.
The DEM position has been a help. Our Road to Recovery Program has assisted some congregations to begin looking at the need to
adapt. Others have just dug in deeper.

8
9

That, too, would be a dream. Perhaps it would be helpful to have partnerships with social ministries as there used to be
Support of the national Lutheran denominational bodies.

10

Support from the synods for small and struggling congregations. Not necessarily financial support (altho that too) but a listening ear and
understanding of the struggles being faced.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Stronger mission support, collaborative relationships and shared strategies with other synods and with ecumenical partners in the region
Some way to supliment pastors salaries to intice experienced pastor to the churches
Some sort of financial support for pastors
See my comment in 2A about breaking off the Health Insurance from Portico.
Have something in the area that would attract younger workers with families.
Prayer, faith, optimism, fresh eyes.
Resources and communication

18

Not sure how the synod can help us in some of these areas, but increase cooperation with Lutheran Family services and congregations,
contnue to look for ways to reduce compensation, especially in regards to health care, and find more support for first-call Pastors to help
pay off student debt.

19

Most of the time it seems like synods can be somewhat out of touch with rural congregations due to their urban placement.

3
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20
21

2b. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of the synods to help their congregations face these challenges?
More support is needed from all synod staff regarding needs. Education of all is needed.
More interaction with congregations

22
23

Mini grant availability, team pastoring, we have two pastors currently serving our 5 point parish, it can spread them thin since they are a
husband and wife team. Sometimes one of the churches may not get the attention you can see that in their quarterly reports one church
usually falls short. Also the demands from the synod to do more like pulling them to assist with other fledgling churches in the area to
provide services even if bi monthly or asking them to fill in at WVU college chapel until a permant solution can be found. We have to
treat them with care, but the synod needs to hold off on the committee requirements and demands even with 2nd and 3rd year pastors
until they are established
Maybe some workshops at synod assemblies.

24

Leadership that includes both nurturing and challenge. The NWPa Synod has such a demeanor.

25
26

Large urban churches are a financial, artistic, and energizing contributor to the greater church, but small rural congregations provide a
strong backbone. Intra and inter synod sister congregations would unify and strengthen the church at large.
Internships

27

In my experience Appalachian Lutherans are used to feeling isolated but therefore independent and self sufficient. It may be best for
synods to try to cultivate and inspire local leaders to develop evangelism and Christian outreach efforts tailored to each area's challenges
and resources.

28

I think synodical bishops need to have an increase in authority, sanctioned by a Churchwide decision, so that common-sense closures
and mergers can occur more timely, rather than to wait until all precious resources are expended. Grant-writing and creative grant
exploration as taught by the synod offices would be of great value to pastors and lay leaders to manage these areas.

29

I have discussed much of this in terms of the above, especially a task force. (There may be funding from the Lily Foundation). Some
additional Synod-level approaches would include learning about Appalachia from many perspectives; examining how best to present the
Lutheran approach to the Gospel - an approach is foreign to many West Virginians - by actually hearing from other traditions. There also
may be a need to see and carefully study state religious and cultural trends. (Again, the Lily Foundation may be a place to begin.) The
Synod also might want to equip pastors with ways to address questions posed by other faith traditions.

14
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2b. In your opinion, what would increase the capacity of the synods to help their congregations face these challenges?

30

I am an ELCA coach and I work in various areas of the country with ELCA and other denominations and independent churches. Prayerful
coaching generates insights, discoveriess, plans with bishops, assistants, dems, pastors and lay people.

31
32

Help congregations understand they Are not alone and someone cares. Look at full-communion relationships. Show appreciation for all
Perhaps connect churches so large and small, rural and town work together.
Grants for direct support and resource books of ministry strategies that work well.

33
34

Good question. Wish I knew the answer. Perhaps, encouraging congregations to face and work on challenges.
Facilitate conversations about how to work together. Help identify rostered leaders with a heart for Appalachia who are willing to listen
to the people here in addition to leading.

39

Educate them of the damage drugs and alcohol cause. The money they throw away that they need for more important things. Share
with them the areas of education needed to get good paying jobs. What type of employment is going to be needed in the future.
debt reduction for pastors, less debt means less money the pastor needs. Closing some congregations and merging them to create
unique and new ministry communities.
clone Riegel
Call pastors who understand the unique complexities of Appalachian ministry
Anytime is a good time to address these issues but during a pastoral transition they become all the more relevant and opportunistic to
discuss.

40
41

Again, programs like TEEM in NWPA synod and embracing bivocational ministry may be two ways of helping.
advocacy for economic opportunities

35
36
37
38
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1
2

3a. If yes, please describe what that mission should be and what specific role the congregations, synods, churchwide
organization or other church institutions should play.
We need to develop a plan for addressing the poverty level and the number of "unchurched"
We in Appalachia, have value and worth, and we need to be assured by the church of such value.

3

trick question: I think every congregation should have a mission/vision. What that is depends on where the congregation is
located, what the community's specific needs and strengths are and what the faith communities are willing to support.

4
5
6

7
8

to witness to the work that God is doing through Jesus Christ in the world and to be a part of that work; God's work, our hands!
To become more integrated into the respective communities in which congregations/synods are located. In rural areas, it takes
much more than one entity to respond and meet community needs.
To be a voice for the improvement of the economies of the area.
This is the meat of this whole exercise and the most difficult question for me. Yes, I see the need for the ELCA to be actively
involved in Appalachia but how and when is where I am unclear. Again, I think the DEM ministry is most helpful.
There needs to be a structure of subsidizing/supporting calls and congregations for vitality as populations continue to age and
shift away from rural Appalachian areas.

11

The people of Appalachia are very religious. Their religion seems less than Christian and not at all evangelical, in the Lutheran
sense of the word, evangelical. The popular faith has the effect of restricting and limiting people.
The mission should be to bring the good news of Jesus Christ, God's love and grace, to the people of Appalachia as viewed through
a Lutheran theological lens. We should be ministering to those who are on the margins and left out of the ministries of the
"dominant" Christian voices in the region.
The mission has to be focused on God's mission in the world and how the Church is a part of that. A key element - and one that is
distinctive to the Church - is the centrality of Word and Sacrament in the life and witness of the Church. The Church is not limited
to this, but the Church needs to keep its unique role front and center. Everything else flows out of what God is doing in the world
and in and through the Church.

12

The message of the Gospel is universal, but at the same time it is lived out contextually. As to any specific role, I think just to
maintain an awareness of that across the board as new ministry opportunities come up is essential.

9

10
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3a. If yes, please describe what that mission should be and what specific role the congregations, synods, churchwide
organization or other church institutions should play.

20

The greater church should be the "enabler". The people of the region are in rural &/or underpopulated spots where they are
overlooked in lieu of the larger numbers in cities and large towns. Because of the impact that can be made in the concentrated
populations, these little places are left out.l Imagine if the national and synodical levels helped to increase the self-esteem of
these little places; showed they valued these places; enabled them to reach their dreams. Big things could happen
Remember, people and congregants are basically the same whether in West Virginia or Illinois or Montana. Yes, we have
economic problems but don't make us feel that we are less than others because of that. Trying to improve the image of us as
Appalachians would go a long way. I am so tired of the image of us in WEST Virginia being thought of as ignorant, toothless,
barefoot, uneducated hillbillies when we have qualities the same as groups everywhere. This should be included in plans. Maybe
the reason we have such strong support for WVU sports teams is because so many like being a winner at least in this area. Self
esteem is so important.
proclaim the good news of Jesus Christ
One of the challenges is that the congregations are so very different. Help the four expressions of the church see each other as
partners. Pennsylvania and Appalachian mountains are different, perhaps focus in what we have in common but that is not where
people are, generally Churchwide could lift up this important ministry, synods could call folks in the are to discuss the unique
opportunities before them.
Offer assistance of connecting available resources with specific identified needs.
It feels like so much of the resources available speak to suburban congregations and some Urban ones but the there should be
more focus on helping the churches that make up the majority of the churches in Elca. When they are gone there won't be small
town, rural Lutheran presence let in United States. In Appalachian Lutheran's are already a minority. Will their presence just
cease to exist?
In my opinion, there are many faces of Appalachia, which are shared with other congregations in other synods, areas of the
country. Therefore, the Appalachian mission would be the mission of others in similar contexts.
I think we need to look to what LWR is doing with partner groups throughout the world in a mission effort to impoverished
peoples. Rather than collecting and giving, other neighboring synods could partner with Appalachian synods and assist in teaching,
advocating, grant-writing, anything to help improve the area so that the destructive poverty is no longer a systemic norm, but
rather an eradicated disease.

21

I think form our discussion, the most important thing we were looking for was a resource place to help us find and share
information regarding specific issues in this region. I don't know if it needs to be a separate entity or not, but someone who guides
our discussions, shares pertinent information, and targets specific areas during disasters, difficult times, etc.

13

14
15

16
17

18
19
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22

23
24
25

3a. If yes, please describe what that mission should be and what specific role the congregations, synods, churchwide
organization or other church institutions should play.
I am not sure - I think there should be an emphasis on small town and rural ministry across the country - whether that needs to be
specific for appalachia is not something I can say. However, in all rural areas, I see a need for ways of reshaping ministry bivocational ministry, other ways of training rostered leaders, helping congregations not to be burdened by church buildings (in
some areas that is a main expense and may be an impediment to ministry... how can we use them for ministry or find other ways
to do ministry without the building.)
I already have with out a dream, without a vision of what they can be and how they can have a positive effect on society and their
own future. There is no hope or chance of achieving what I believe God can lead us to do for our selves and each other. Use
agencies to move homes up out of the flood plains and onto the hill tops that are energy efficient. Help our children qualify for the
promise scholarship and then go on to college in a school with good moral values and academic skills that will make them hirable.
Tech student need to go into areas of high demand communications, security software and electrical. All areas that the demands
are going to be great as the baby boomer generation fill 80% of these jobs and will be retiring in the next 10 r years.
Help young families feel invited and welcome to our church functions. Make it possible for older members who have a hard time
driving to get a ride. Share our $ for backpack programs for students of struggling families .
Go out preach the Gospel, teach and help in educational, medical, afterschool programs, elder care.

29

From the perspective of the ELCA, it may be helpful for the remainder of the Body of Christ (outside the Appalachia region) to
know that a part of the body has this struggle (when part of the body suffers, the whole body, etc.)
First needed is to be recognized by all that a special need is there. The program must be Apalachian.
Evangelism, Evangelism, Evangelism!!!!!
Emphasize the rich cultural heritage of the area. Build on this mountain-tough heritage to develop ways to cope with the changes
being faced by the people and congregations within Appalachia. Increased awareness and education of non-Appalachian folk to
make them aware of this heritage and to promote the fact that people of Appalachia are not the stereotype ignorant hillbillies
often portrayed by various media.

30
31

Do you mean specific missions TO them or that they should have some mission distinct from the mission all other churches share?
Continuation of leadership training and other means of strengthening parishes for worship and ministry.

32

Congregations should be more engaged in local missions of "Goodwill" by becoming servants of service to the people. Synods
should become more attentive to the preparing congregations to become "Servants of Goodwill" and providing the infrastructure
to enable religious, social and economic transformation to advance. Churchwide should direct resources to support the work of
Goodwill servants. The Mission is to support the work of Goodwill Servants collective work in pursuit of transformation.

26
27
28
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3a. If yes, please describe what that mission should be and what specific role the congregations, synods, churchwide
organization or other church institutions should play.

33

Certainly not as a staffed formal mission. Rather as a well-directed clearinghouse of resources I describe and to initiate ways to
learn, study, and to use a task force for such whose work possibly could be undertaken through external funding.
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3b. Please describe what assets (possible partnerships, sources of money, staff or volunteer labor, etc.) exist for accomplishing that
mission in Appalachia.

1

The wisdom of those who have lived and served in this region for years along with those who may offer new perspectives ... new to the
area but excited about it.

2
3

The Episcopal Church has an Appalachian ministries project. Can ELCA partner with them?
the courage and strength of faith

4

The assets are the pastors and leaders and disciples of Jesus in our congregations.

5

The assets are plentiful, but the will to work together in a context of cooperation remains problematic.

6

some of our ecumenical partners have good programs...the TCCI at Gettysburg Seminary

7
8

Rich Lutheran heritage both familial and theological; partnering with ecumenical partners in the region (UMC & Episcopal, especially);
empowering and educating pastors to raise up lay leaders
Possible use of more volunteers.

9
10

Partnerships and cooperation currently do exist - need to build upon that. Although people of Appalachia tend to be self-sufficient and
an independent bunch of folk, there is a great willingness to help others in time of need (Ex: The Amish all rally together for barnbuilding).
Partnering with other churches and with community groups

11
12

Our synods are not consistent in approach, application, efforts, etc. We are very much a microcosm of the United States - each
interpreting the umbrella beliefs and statements a little different from the neighbor. I think those synods that are succeeding in growing
congregations out of maintenance and into health need to be called upon to help Appalachian synods find sources and to learn to
develop volunteer teachers. But, until there are common-sense closures and mergers, with re-appropriation of assets already held, little
effect would be seen from the outside help.
NWPA synod's TEEM program for other ways of training rostered leaders

13

Most of the people around here have some sort of skill or trade that they can volunteer/donate to a cause.
20
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3b. Please describe what assets (possible partnerships, sources of money, staff or volunteer labor, etc.) exist for accomplishing that
mission in Appalachia.
14

Let's have a mass mailing of Luther's Small Catechism to all residence of Appalachia.

15

Let's begin with our people - focus on encouraging, involving, possibly training key people in the ministry. Can we have a staff person be
tasked with a focus on this ministry? This could be done in partnership with synod's and partner church bodies.

16

Key assets are the people in our congregations and the gifts they have to offer for mission and ministry in Appalachia, agencies and
institutions (church camps and conference centers, social service agencies, Thrivent Foundation, seminaries, colleges and universities,
campus ministry sites, MIF, ELCA Foundation, Portico, advocacy offices (state and national), and churchwide grants).

17

Intern program, grants for unique/ creative ministry. Hard to fund a full- time pastor, but a parish setting could support a pastor and key
leaders. We have never embraced the priesthood of all believers, perhaps authorization with proper preparation.

18

I mentioned above the use of a coaching protocol as we are using in the ELCA serves significantly to come alongside people, encourage
and affirm, overcome obstacles, envision and execute ministry.

19
20

I know the ELCA has an endowment for Appalachian Ministry; this partially funded ELCMA. World Hunger funds could be another
source. We are experiencing our share of hunger issues and hunger solutions here.
Grants/ matching funds ,and personal donations.

21

Can't think of any. Partnership with other Mainline denominations don't seem to work.

22

Call on the experience in the region. Have churchwide people willing to "be present" without a multi-tasking attitude, but a walking with
attitude. Listening is key. Partner with the community resources. Encourage the people who are there that they are worthy. Help them
have small successes. Connect them with people who are doing similiar things in other places so they can find models to build on

21
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3b. Please describe what assets (possible partnerships, sources of money, staff or volunteer labor, etc.) exist for accomplishing that
mission in Appalachia.

23

Been awhile since I have been immersed, but I would suggest partnerships with (at least) all those polities with whom we have pulpit
fellowship, government agencies, nonprofits - these are also sources of funding. Robust, sincere programs are a magnet for increased
volunteerism.

24

As far as I know, it is ELCMA and merge/cluster congregations to pool resources already here.

25

As we all have a partners synods why could you net have partner congregation in helping it with different kinds of support. Back in the
LCA days and did continue for a short time-Town and Country Ministry helped each other of the ones that want to belong to this group.
They pooled all resources together to help one another. It work-try it here in Appalachia. Medical contact pharmaceutical companies, it
is amazing how they help.

26

Apprenticeships in technical fields. Construction and Labor unions to help build the infrastructure needed to get things going so they and
get people to be able to pay for homes and businesses. Grants from HUD and other government agencies. Churches, state, federal, and
local government's working together to help those with depression and other needs to get on their feet. No free hand outs make them
work at what they get by babysitting, digging ditches or picking up trash or doing janitorial work. So they learn the meaning of good work
habits and being competent.

27

Again, our colleges and universities (departments of religion, political science, anthropology) is a good place to begin. Also tap into the
myriad of organizations - cultural, social, political - that work in Appalachia. In West Virginia, the state's chief demographer can easily
discuss population trends. Also talk to news editors, especially in smaller communities and, of course, religious leaders. I have mentioned
the Lily Foundation - I believe these type grant awards are available. Until a better handle is gotten on things, "chores" are a lesser issue.
In order to determine "where we are," softer but more long term approaches work best - without dispatching to the field.

28

Again, I wish I knew the answer. Committed Christians who will step out to solve problems is an asset.
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3b. Please describe what assets (possible partnerships, sources of money, staff or volunteer labor, etc.) exist for accomplishing that
mission in Appalachia.

29

Affiliated congregations (and perhaps with congregations that are in full communion with the ELCA); working with community
development organizations to respond to the needs of the community; identify community leaders who are members of our
congregations who may take a leadership role to develop plans to meet needs

30

1. God 2. specific faith communities 3. Other faith communities and community organizations
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2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15

16

4a. Please name or describe any specific ministries in Appalachia that you believe are having a significant or important impact.
youth ministries and camps
Working with other churches
word and sacrament ministry
While I don't know much about this organization, I believe Community Lutheran Partners may be one such ministry. There may some
ecumenical approaches (state Council of Churches) and some local approaches. Again, we do need to know what is being done and, if
necessary, to reshape and remold these efforts. A thought here - doing, without being immersed in what needs to be done, is helpful but
can also obfuscate (unnecessarily) or prove detrimental to a larger approach.
Vacation Bible Schools
The parish I am a part of makes quilts and sends them all over the world. They help give people comfort, warmth, and even a sense of
privacy if they use them as room dividers.
The Mountain Lutheran parish ministries, does a decent job in showing the struggling of a 5 point parish with small but now growing
congregation it hits all 3 of the first question concerns, and there are even more challenges faced by these congregations.
The ministries of our local congregations.
St. John's Lutheran, Knoxville, TN High Country Coalition, Boone/Blowing Rock, NC Numerous campus ministries - UT, ASU, Clemson,
Western Carolina, VA Tech, JMU St. Mark's, Asheville; Grace, Hendersonville, NC;
small church sunday school material.
Several churches celebrate Appalachia Sunday in some form or other, and these services include 'olde tyme' hymns and church
decorations which reflect the lifestyles of the residents of Appalachia (ex: quilts and rugs are used for church decorations that Sunday).
partnering with other churches to operate a Food Pantry in the county; quilting for Lutheran World Relief (taking advantage of the
strengths and abilities of the people in our area)
One person loves and cares for and supports one other person.
One ministry is food pantries sponsored by Christians but I feel it is important that the clients know we do this because we are followers
of Christ. Pantries should not hesitate to let them know that. This is one place we can talk about it without government interference if
we do not recieve commodities. I'm sure there are other ministries that are important. My local church does several.
Many congregations have active food pantries and clothing banks.
many congregations are touching lives in innumerable ways. This is a difficult question beccause it is a subjective judgement. Is it
valuable because of the quantity? Or is it a valid ministry if we only reach one??? And then there are lots of social ministries, some
Lutheran, some not.
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17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

4a. Please name or describe any specific ministries in Appalachia that you believe are having a significant or important impact.
Look at the work of the UMC and Mennonite ministries.
In my region, under local pastoral and lay leadership with synodical consultation, five ELCA congregations are working together in a "high
country coalition" to help each other and the local community in various ways.
I would say every congregation that gathers around word and sacrament is significant and important, the Boone, N C coalition seems to
be helpful but could be stronger. That is five congregations connected in some ways , to provide pastoral leadership. They do make a
connection with each other.
I may be unaware of them throughout the Appalachian region. There may be models of community impact that could be replicated in
other areas of Appalachia.
Habitat and Challenge Academy, boys and girls clubs, tutoring. Classes of motivational speaking and getting people to believe in
themselvesl
Food pantry, Alnon, meeting site for tho a e who have lost loved ones
Food pantry and disaster recovery
Food bank
Emergency health kits, Food pantries in our counties.
Disaster relief.
Community Lutheran Partners is effective in helping those in need. I would like to see a Habitat for Humanity project in West Virginia
manned by Lutherans.
Community Lutheran partners help in disaster relief. Food bank programs.
Community Gardens; school feeding programs in WV; Care Net, as it relates to the National Guard
Christian Appalachian Project in eastern KY. Has been serving people of eastern KY for 50 years with a number of different programs elderly visitation, housing, child development centers, camps, and a number of other services.
Both secular and non-secular groups with a service and or social justice focus are having important impacts, but economy of scale is too
problematic. They too numerous to name them all.
Backpack ministries, bringing food to schoolchildren and their families Food shelf and C-CAP ministries, helping people on "the edge"
Immanuel's Table, building community and offering help
Advocacy
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1

5. Please feel free to provide any additional comments here about any of these matters.
With the Commission on Religion in Appalachia as an ecumenical organization in place, a pillar for building a bridge to connect a broader
base of Goodwill Servants was possible.

5
6

We need to see the church more as a family than a business even though ultimately it is a business, in these rural communities that is
how we look out for each other, so the church has to become our extended family, visits or checking in if a member hasn't been to
church, to see whats going on. A phone call instead of all social media contact, even though to keep the youth we need to advance, the
aging congregations are not all technologically advanced nor does our communities all have internet connections.
We have lost our focus in the ELCA by concentrating on social/cultural issues that have detracted our focus from the Gospel. The
sexuality/political correctness focus in the ELCA has many Appalachian Lutherans running away.
To make a successful attempt to help this region you need people out there among them really find out the needs on a one on one base.
Not just one or two people-break it into smaller areas, one that the person in that area can really work with the people and give these
people the authority to act on whatever they feel is the needs of their area. Not having to wait till a board meeting or churchwide gives
them the permission (of course there would have to be guidelines.)
The problems are societal. There are many people who have an adequate and even more than adequate income and livelihood. And
there are people who are poor and suffering. There are many people who are well-educated. And there are people who are very undereducated and un-educated. Appalachia is a two-class society.
Pastors who are interested in rural Appalachia ministry need more training on how to handle multiple church parishes.

7
8

one thing we are working on in our area right now is the Hungry Mother Lutheran Retreat Center. The new director is focused on finding
opportunities for service ministry in and around Appalachia. This could be a regional center for such work in our area.
Nice idea but ...

2
3

4

9

10

11

It takes a concerted effort to build on the strengths of many entities (congregations, community development organizations, Chambers
of Commerce, other community leaders, legislators, human services organizations, etc) in our region to identify needs and develop plans
together with appropriate partners to respond to the needs. Many times our congregations look inward and not to the community.
Issues: Race (We claim we have no race issues as there are not people of color here - not true - diversity is happening Sexuality (male
pastors are quickly accepted- females are slowly growing on people but prefer a male Aging (other than Florida, WV is oldest state
Addiction (heavily on the rise especially in Herpin usage and the numbers of 9 out of ten job applicants can not pass a drug test
Employment ( some of our counties see unemployment rates at 10 - 12 %.
In Appalachia, churches used to be the social hub of the community. We have gotten away from that idea. Church socials were a
highlight of my childhood from strawberry socials, to corn roasts, to homemade ice cream socials, to Apple butter socials. I miss that
sense of family and tradition.
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12

5. Please feel free to provide any additional comments here about any of these matters.
I'm not sure what the program is/was called: About five congregants went through training through the South Eastern Synod (I believe).
It was leadership training and it has been most helpful here. During the eighteen month pastoral vacancy, these people were able to be
leaders and others in the congregation supported their efforts.

16
17

I think there is already some waste of resources in that poor Appalachian congregations do still hold reasonably-sized endowment funds
and many tiny congregations continue to exist where there is no longer a need to pepper the countryside with so many. I think some
very difficult and brave decisions will need to be made by Appalachian communities of faith, as well as the synods serving them, to
merge, to close, and to re-appropriate resources to the best needs. Other synods, typically non-rural synods, have done this effectively
and that skill needs to be imparted to the Appalachian communities. The "doing" of such ministry requires skill itself. It may even be
sensible and beneficial to merge synods where boundaries no longer make sense, or resources are stretched to a breaking point.
I am praying for your group's wisdom and direction
I am glad to see the continued emphasis on Appalachian ministry implied by this questionnaire. I hope that our ELCA will develop a
ministry can make a difference.
I am always available to discuss coaching and how that can join with area leaders and congregational members to serve Jesus' call to
discipleship.
At one time I was more aware of programs in Appalachia, but now I know very little.

18

As the executive director of a state organization of elected school board members in West Virginia, I travel to each of the state's
counties. While I discern the diversity, I also see commonalities. As a Christian, the greatest commonality I would like to see is a vibrant
Lutheran presence in our 55 counties - not necessarily churches but an awareness of the Gospel (Good News), grace, and sheer
understanding that God loves each of us. In closing, do we need congregations per se to transform Appalachian culture? Or do we need a
means to diffuse Lutheran teachings in our communities as bolstered by actions that edify our people? This approach can be achieved, of
course, through social ministry (although the "Rice Christians" approach is to be avoided). What I am trying to discern, in a time of
increasing "Ns" (persons non-affiliated by faith who complete those most-vaunted public opinion surveys), youth who are not be
attracted to corporate church (including youth reared in the Lutheran tradition), and all kinds of squishy, fuzzy equations erected to
discern between faith and spirituality, is a way to influence a culture. I pray about this. I don't have the answer - nor should I. But I
realize that prayer, study and reflection, as informed and guided by the Holy Spirit, will go a mighty long way in securing an answer God's answer.

19

As a 9-year member of a small Appalachian congregation having been served at different times by two part time interim pastors and a
variety of supply preachers, it seems to me that sometimes leaders of synods (or much larger congregations) consider it unfortunate and
problematic if a congregation cannot afford its own full time pastor. I disagree. Smaller congregations with strong committed lay
leadership can often do excellent mission and ministry, given occasional pastoral support for any uniquely pastoral (sacerdotal) tasks. :)

13
14
15
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21
22

5. Please feel free to provide any additional comments here about any of these matters.
Appalachian Lives Matter
Along Lake Erie, I don't have any idea about what goes on (or does not go on) in Appalachia.
A regional ministry service arm in Appalachia to support the poor with medical, rent, energy costs, and unemployment would be a
wonderful blessing.
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